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Abstract 

It is shown that the oscillatory behavioral properties of the forced nonlinear functional differential equations and 
its corresponding unforced equations are maintained under the effect of certain forcing terms.  
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     The main purpose of this note is to study the oscillatory behavior of the nth order 

forced functional differential equation 

.0    , 0tttetqxftartxgtctx n
              (1.1) 

In what follows we shall restrict our attention to the solution of (1.1) that exists on some 

ray ,T , where 0tT , and that are nontrivial in any neighborhood of infinity. Such 

a solution is called oscillatory if it has arbitrary large zeros. Otherwise, the solution is 

said to be nonoscillatory. 

     KARTSATOS [12], starts his paper by making the following statement: “One of the 

major, and generally unstudied, problems in the theory of oscillation of nonlinear 

equations, is the problem of maintaining oscillations under the effect of a forcing term.” 

He pointed out that the oscillation of all solutions of the unforced equation 

                               0    ,0 tttxftatx n ,                                    (1.2) 

is not generally maintained if one considers the forced equation, by adding the term e  to 

the righthand side of equation (1.2) . Thus, one must impose more conditions on the 

function e  to ensure oscillation of the equation 

                                      0    , tttetxftatx n .                                 (1.3) 

     KARTSATOS presented oscillation criteria for equation (1.3). We refer the reader for 

further results in this direction to the excellent survey paper of KARTSATOS [13] which 
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includes a large number of related references. This important problem suggested above 

by KARTSATOS has been investigated in recent years; we shall mention some of the 

related works here. DAHIYA and AKINYELLE [1] established oscillation results for the 

linear equation 

                                      0, tttetqxtatx n ,                                 (1.4) 

with 2n .

     Recently, GRACE and LALLI [8] and HAMEDANI  [10]  presented oscillation 

criteria which can be applied to a class of both forced and unforced differential equations 

of the form 

                                       0, tttetqxftatx n .                           (1.5) 

It is shown that the behavioral properties of the unforced equations are maintained under 

the effect of certain forcing terms. For further related results we refer the reader to [6], 

[7], [9], [14], [16], [17] and [19].  

     Recently, YANG and ZHANG [20] established oscillation criteria for the unforced 

equation 

                      0     ,0 tttxtartxtctx n
,                       (1.6) 

where 0,r  are constants, 1n  is an odd integer, ,0,:, 0tca  are 

continuous functions. Here are their results as stated in [20]. 

THEOREM YZ1. If  

                                             ,inflim 1

t

r
n

Mdssat n

t

n �                                    (1.7) 

where 1nM  is the maximum of 

                                 xnxnxxxPn 1...11  on 1 ,0 ,

and 

                                          rtatatc   eventually,                                 (1.8)     

and 

                         there exists *t  such that ... ,2 ,1 ,0    ,1* iirtc                 (1.9)      

hold, then equation (1.6) is oscillatory.  
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THEOREM YZ2. If  

                                 1

t

0     ,inflim � nt

n Mr
n

dssat ,                    (1.10) 

and  

                            1
1 0    ,inflim � r

n
Mdssast n

t
t

n ,                (1.11)                

where 10 1  is a root of xPn , nM10 , on 1 ,0 , and (1.8), (1.9)              

hold, then equation (1.6) is oscillatory. 

 REMARK 1.1. YANG and ZHANG [20] present oscillation criteria for (1.1) in 

the special case of tettqxxfxxgtc ,,,,0  and n odd. 

     For the sake of completeness, we shall state a few lemmas which are basic in our 

discussion. They are taken from [17], [3], [15] and [11] respectively.  

LEMMA 2.1. Let x be a positive, n times differentiable function on ,0t . If 

nx is of constant sign and not identically zero in any interval 011  ,, ttt , then there 

exists 0ttx  and an integer j, nj0  with jn  even for 0nx  or jn odd 

for 0nx ; such that 0j  implies 0tx k  for xtt 1..., ,1 ,0 jk  and 

1nj  implies that 01 tx kkj
 for 1..., ,1 , , njjktt x .

LEMMA 2.2. Let , lim  ,  ,, tqttqTCq t  and let 

,0 ,0 ,,2 txtxTCtx and 0tx  for .Tt Then for each 

1 ,01k  there exists a TTk1
such that  

1
,1 kTttx

t
tqktqx .

LEMMA 2.3. Let ,2 TCx  with  0, 0, txtx and 0tx for 

.Tt Then for each 1 ,02k  there is a TTk2
such that  

, 2 txtktx    for   .
2kTt
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LEMMA 2.4. Let ,3 TCx , and let 

 0,  0,  0, 0, txtxtxtx for   .Tt

Then for each �
�
�

�
�
�

2

1
,0  there is a Tt such that 

,txttx     for    .tt

     That following lemma is similar to Lemma 5.1.4 of [4]; its proof follows that of Lemma 

5.1.4 as well. 

LEMMA 2.5. Assume that 1n  is an odd integer, r is a positive number and  

(i) 0,,,,, 0 tatCeqac  for  0,0 att  in each subinterval 

RCgft ,,,0 , and  0xxf  for  ;0x

(ii) ttq  for  0tt  and tq
t
lim ;

(iii) there exists a continuous function Rt ,: 0  such that tetn ,

and ;0lim t
t

(iv) 0c and there exists 0
* tt  such that Lirtc *  for a positive number L 

and ...; ,1,0i

(v)
Lu

ug 1
for 0u , where L as in (iv).  

If x is an eventually positive (negative) solution of the inequality  

             0   ,0 tttetqxftartxgtctx n
         (2.1) 

and if  

                                0, tttrtxgtctxty                             (2.2)  

then 00y  eventually.  

PROOF. In view of (2.1), (2.2) and (i)-(iii), for sufficiently large t we have 

0tqxftaty n .

Since 0a  in each subinterval ,0t , ty n 1  is eventually positive or eventually 

negative. Hence by Lemma 2.1, ty k  is strictly monotonic for .2..., ,1 ,0 nk
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Thus ty  is eventually positive or eventually negative. If ty  is eventually negative, 

then 0tyty n  eventually and since n is odd, by Lemma 2.1, 0ty

eventually for 3n . In the case 0,1 yn  and not identically zero in any 

subinterval. This implies y is decreasing function. Therefore, there exists 0l  and 

01 tt  such that 1  , ttlty . Now, in view of (iii) there exists 12 tt such that 

2,
2

ttrtxgtcltx .

From (v) we have 

2,
1

2
ttrtxtc

L
ltx .

In view of (iv), we can choose the positive integer k so that 2
* tkrt  and hence 

                           ... ,1,, 1
2

** kkiritxlirtx                    (2.3) 

From (2.3) we obtain 

... ,1,, 1
2

1 ** kkirktxlkiirtx

Now as rktxlkii 1
2

1, * , which is impossible. Thus, 

ty  must be eventually positive. In the case x is eventually negative solution of (1.1), 

the proof of lemma can be provided in the same way.  

REMARK 2.6. If  0c for 0tt , then conclusion of Lemma 2.5 holds also 

under (i)-(iii) and 0uug  for 0u .

THEOREM 2.7. Let 3n  be odd and in addition to (i)-(v) of Lemma 2.5 

assume that 

(vi) 0uug  for 0u ;

(vii)   0inflim
u
uf

u
;
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(viii)

�
�
�

	

��
�




�

��

�

 0inflimand

or

0

0

ds
s
sqsatds

s
sqsa

dssa

t
t

t

t

Then every solution x of (1.1) is either oscillatory or nonoscillatory and 

0.inflim tx
t

PROOF. Let x be a positive nonoscillatory solution of equation (1.1) on an 

interval . , , 011 ttt  Let 12 tt  be chosen so that 0rtx  and 0tqx

for 2tt , and let ty  be defined by (2.2).  

     In view of (i) and (ii), from equation (1.1) we have 

                                0tqxftaty n   for 2tt .                              (2.4) 

By Lemma 2.1, there exists 23 tt  such that 1..., ,1 ,0, nkty k  are monotonic 

and one-signed for 3tt . Since 0x , by Lemma 2.5, y is eventually positive, i.e., 

there exists 34 tt  such that  

0ty   for  4tt .

From Lemma 2.1, we see that  

01 ty n   for  4tt .

Integrating (2.4) from t to 4tt , we have 

                                        dssqxfsaty
t

n 1 � .                                     (2.5) 

Now, let j (even) be as in Lemma 2.1 and let 0inflim tx
t

. Then exists a constant 

0M  and 45 tt  such that 

Mtqx  for  5tt .
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If x is bounded, so 0min
5

sqxf
ts

. Let x is unbounded. In view of (vii), for 

any , ,inflim0
u
uf

u
 there exists M1u such that 

u
uf

. Let

150151  ; ,,  ; , utqxMttEutqxttE .

Then Mtqxtqxf  for  1Et  and 0min 0
0

tqxf
Et

.

Therefore 

dtqxf   for  5tt ,

where d or Md ,min 0 .

If �
0

,
t

dssa  then integrating (2.4) from 5t  to , , 5ttt  we get  

��
t

t

n
t

t

nn dssadtydssqxfsatyty
55

)())((()( 5
1

5
11 .

Hence it follows ty n

t

1lim , which is a contradiction with 01ny . If  

�
0

,
t

dssa  from (2.5) we obtain 

�
t

n dssadty 1 , 5tt

and hence 

                                  55
22 ,

5

ttdsdsadtyty
t

t

nn � � .                      (2.6) 

Now from (2.6), in view of (viii), we have for sufficiently large t , 02 ty n . This 

implies that j must be 1n . Thus 0, ...0,0, 1 tytyty n  for 56 ttt

and so ty  as t . By Lemma 2.3, for 1,02k , there exists 67 tt  such 

that 

                                           7
1

2
2 , ttttykty nn .                                        (2.7) 

Using (2.5) we obtain 
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                  72
2 ,inf tt

sqx
sqxfdssqxsatkty

ts
t

n
��
�

�
��
�

�
� .                (2.8) 

Because 0tc  and in view (vi) 0rtxg  for 7tt , we have that 

ttytx  for 7tt . In regard of this and the fact that 0, tty

as ,t we have tx  as t . Therefore by (vii), for each ,

,inflim0
u
uf

u
there is a 78 tt  such that 

.,inf 8tt
sqx
sqxf

ts

Further, since 80, ttty  for each 1,0 , there exists 89 tt  such that 

                                                 tqytqx , 9tt .                                       (2.10) 

By Taylor´s formula, in the case 5n , it can be shown that for each 1,0  there 

exists 910 tt  such that 

                                      tqytqtqy n 2    for   9tt                            (2.11) 

and in the case 3n , by Lemma 2.4 for each �
�
�

�
�
�

2

1
,0  also (2.11) holds. By Lemma 

2.2, for 1,01k , there is 910 tt  such that 

                               ty
t
tqktqy nn 2

1
2    for   10tt                            (2.12) 

Now from (2.8), (2.9), (2.10), (2.11) and (2.12), it follows that to 10tt

                             dssy
s
sqsqkksatty n

t

n 2
21

2 � .               (2.13) 

Since tq  as t , for any k positive, there exists 1011 tt  such that 

ktqkk     21  for 11tt . In view of this and the fact that 2ny  is increasing, we 

have, for 11tt ,
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                                                     ds
s
sqsakt

t

1 � .                                           (2.14) 

Hence 

                                                  .
1

inflim
k

ds
s
sqsat

t
t �                                  (2.15) 

Because this holds for each 0k , so 0inflim � ds
s
sqsat

t
t

, which is a 

contradiction to (viii). If x is an eventually negative the proof theorem is possibly to 

provide analogous. The theorem is proved.  

COROLLARY 2.8. Let 0e , then the conclusion of Theorem 2.7 holds.  

COROLLARY 2.9. Let ttq in (1.1), then the conclusion of Theorem 2.7 

holds.  

THEOREM 2.10. Let 3n  be odd and in addition to (i)-(iii) of Lemma 2.5 

and (vi) – (viii) of Theorem 2.7, assume that 

(ix) g is bounded function; 

(x)  0c and c is bounded function.  

Then every solution x of (1.1) is either oscillatory or nonoscillatory and 

= 0inflim tx
t

.  

PROOF. Let x be a positive nonoscillatory solution of (1.1) on an interval 

011 ,, ttt . Follow the proof of Theorem 2.7 to arrive at (2.8). Because ,,qc  are 

bounded functions and ty  as t  so it is also tx  as t . 

Further, the proof of this theorem we can proceed in the same way as that of Theorem 

2.6. We get (2.9)-(2.15) and finally we arrive at a contradiction.  

COROLLARY 2.11. Let 0e , then the conclusion of Theorem 2.10 holds.  

THEOREM 2.12. Let the conditions of Theorem 2.7 (Theorem 2.10) be satisfied 

and  

            .inflim
u
uf

u
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Moreover, let ttq )(2  for 0tt . Then conclusion of Theorem 2.7 (Theorem 2.10) 

holds also under the assumption that (viii) is replaced by 

       (xi)   �
t

ds
s
sqsa

2

   and    0inflim
2

�
t

t
ds

s
sqsat .

 PROOF. If x is a nonoscillatory positive solution of (1.1), then similarly as in 

the proof of Theorem 2.7 (or Theorem 2.10) we come to the inequality (2.13). Now for 

any k  positive, we can take  sufficiently large so as to kkk 21 . Further 

proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 2.7 we obtain the inequalities 

,,1 11

2

ttds
s

sqsakt
t
�

,
1

inflim
2

k
ds

s
sqsat

t
t �

which leads finally to contradiction with (xi). 

COROLLARY 2.13. Let 0e , then the conclusion of Theorem 2.12 holds.  

REMARK 2.14.  (a) It is clear, from Theorem 2.7 and Corollary 2.8 (as well as 

from Theorem 2.10 and Corollary 2.11 or Theorem 2.12 and Corollary 2.13) that the 

oscillation of the unforced equation 

0tqxftartxgtctx n

is maintained under the effect of certain forcing terms.  

    (b) Our results can directly be extended to the forced functional equation 

,  ,   ..., , 01 tttetqxtqxftartxgtctx m
n

under appropriate conditions imposed on the functions involved.  

3.  EXAMPLES

EXAMPLE 3.1. Consider the forced and associated unforced linear differential 

equations 

          2, lnsinlncos
10

1 4

''' ttt
t

tx
t
ktxtctx ,            (3.1) 

and 
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                                      2  , 01 ''' ttx
t
ktxtctx ,                          

(3.2) 

where  2,1 0k  and 0tc  satisfies condition (iv) of Theorem 2.7 (e.g. 

ttc 2sin
2

1
1 or ttc 2cos

2

1
1 ).  

Here 

                                             
t

ttt lnsinlncos
                                               (3.3) 

and condition of Corollaries 2.8 and 2.9 are satisfied for equations (3.2) and (3.1) 

respectively. Thus, every solution x of (3.1) or (3.2) is either oscillatory or nonoscillatory 

and 0inflim tx
t

.  

EXAMPLE 3.2.  Consider the equation 

                                  2  , 01 2

''' ttx
t
ktxtctx ,                          (3.4) 

where 0k  and c satisfies (iv).  

     It is easy to see that all the conditions of Corollary 2.8 are satisfied and every solution 

x of  (3.4) is oscillatory or nonoscillatory and 0inflim tx
t

. 

EXAMPLE 3.3. The nonlinear equation 

1

sin

2

!
11 n

ntxn

t
netx

t
ktxtctx , ,1t

where 3n  is an odd integer satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.7 (or Theorem 2.10) 

for 0k  and appropriate c . Here .
1

t
t

EXAMPLE 3.4. The equation 

tetx
t

txtctx 2
1  '''

,  ,1t

where 10  and c and e  are appropriate functions, and its corresponding unforced 

equation satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2.7 (Theorem 2.10).  

EXAMPE 3.5. Consider the unforced nonlinear differential equation 
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,2,0)(t/  
1

1

1

1 2
22

2

1

1

2

1

�
�
�

�

�

�
�
�

�

�
tx

te

e
t

etxarctgtx
t

ttt

where 1.

This equation has a solution 

.2,
1

tetx t

We observe that the conclusion of Theorem 2.7 10  and Theorem 2.10 0

proves false for .1n
EXAMPLE 3.6. The linear differential equation 

,1,0)(t/
2

1
4

2
tx

t
tx

has a solution 

,1, ttktx

where k is an arbitrary constant. We see, if 2n , and all remaining assumptions of 

Theorem 2.7 (or Theorem 2.10) are satisfied, so its assertion need not be true.  

EXAMPLE 3.7. Consider the linear differential equation 

.1,0
9

2
2

ttx
t

tx

Every solution of this equation has the form 

,1,3/2
2

3/1
1 ttktktx

where k1, k2 are constants.  

Again, we notice that in the case 2n , the conclusion of Theorem 2.7 and Theorem 

2.10 may fail to hold true although all remaining hypotheses of these theorems are 

fulfilled.  

 EXAMPLE 3.8.  The unforced nonlinear functional differential equation 

1,0)(t1/73
264

21 tx
t

tx

has a nonoscillatory solution 

.1,)( 4/7 tttx
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Condition (viii) of Theorem 2.7 (Theorem 2.10) and also (xi) of Theorem 2.12 is not 

satisfied. 
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